Thank you to the committee for the privilege of judging your 2015 championship show. I would
also like to thank all exhibitors for their warm welcome and for turning out on what was a very wet
and windy day. A special mention for Jackie and husband Jeff, for the lovely welcome and lunch the
following day.
The dogs were presented in good condition in the most part and the quality was excellent.
Places were sometimes contested on the smallest of margins. Overall I believe you are blessed
with a good depth of quality in both dogs and bitches.
DOGS
Class 1 Baby dog: CLAIREDOREE GREAT SCOTT (AI)very balanced for age, made well
throughout and moved very well for age from sound quarters, should have a bright future.

Class 2 Minor Dog: WATERLY STANDING OVATION (AI) sound pale puppy, nicely balanced, nice
head and expression length on neck and well place shoulder, needs to fill his frame yet, moved
well.
2

nd

PIARKI ROCHER very much still a baby but moved well .

Class 3: Puppy Dog: ANEIRABY AURORA AUSTRALIS (AI) Pale boy in good coat and condition
lovely pigment, good neck and shoulders, short coupled, I would have liked a better top line and
tail set however he moved out well
nd

2 PIARKI VAGAS GAMBLER: unfortunately this lovely boy was spooked by the storm but once I
got my hands on him found a lovely made dog, well balanced and moved out well once settled.

Class 5: CH GILTEDGE DO YOU LIKE APPLES What a smasher in beautiful coat and condition, so well
balanced, lovely head and kind eye, well laid shoulders onto a level top line with good tail set correct
angulation both front and rear, moved with purpose and drive. Loved him and delighted to make
him my best Dog and Best In Show.
nd

2 PIARKI CLEAVER: unfortunate to meet one in such form, nice compact dog well balanced
nicely made but not the condition and sparkle of one.
RD

3 ANEIRABY YULE BE STELLAR nice boy good front bone and fore chest, moved soundly
just preferred head and tail set of the other two, in lovely coat and condition

Class 9: CH RALUN EXTRAORDINAIRE Nice type in good pale coat, good fore chest , straight front
lovely bone, good angles front and rear, moved out with drive from sound quarters. Liked him very
much

nd

2 AMBERMIST SENTINEL (AI) in lovely mid gold coat, nice head and expression, very well
balance moved out soundly, just preferred tail carriage on one.
rd

3 MADRODISH KATES LAST CHARMER kind head and eye, good bone well balanced, a good
trim would have enhanced what is a nice dog underneath, moved out very well

Class 10: CH FANTANGO WESTSIDE STORY Liked this dog very much, so well balanced, in the most
beautiful coat and condition, deep through the heart, short coupled, super bone, sound strong
driving movement, very strong contender for top honours but preferred best dog and res best dogs
head. So well presented and handled to advantage.
nd

2 SUP CH RALUN FLYING HIGH pale coated dog, well balanced and very soundly made throughout,
however he didn’t have the bloom and hard conditioning of one, moved out well.

Class 11: CH LARBELLAH TEAM LEADER what a smasher, so well balanced, super fore chest and front,
in super mid gold coat, dead level top line , tail carriage straight off his back, moved from sound
strong quarters with such drive, well handled and presented, pushed hard for best dog.
nd

2 CH OCEANVIEWS SOUTHERN STAR lovely typical head and dark eye, straight front good
lay of shoulder, level topline, well balanced and moved out well.
rd

3 CH HARTGOLD SUPER NOVA lovely balanced dog in super coat and condition, dark pigment, tight
feet, moved out well from strong rear quarters, just preferred the heads of the other two. I would
like to say that you are very blessed to have such a trio of lovely dogs in Australia. Nothing much to
choose between them.

Class 12: Veteran Dog CH SWIFTTREVE RIVER DANCE Lovely boy, in lovely coat really enjoying his
day out, gentle head and kind eye, good front and feet, moved well.

BITCHES
Class 1: PARKRIDGE IT ALL ABOUT ME what can I say about this little star, 13 weeks old and
strode out like she’d been here before, so well balanced in good coat, lovely bone, super head
and expression with dark pigment, should have a very bright future. BEST BABY IN SHOW
nd

2 CLAIREDOREE GREAT AFFAIR this little miss was giving her handler a hard time today, however she
was in good coat had a nice dark eye, good length or neck and eventually moved out well.

Class 2: RALUN LASTING TOUCH (AI) loved this little cracker, so beautifully made, super head and
expression, straight front good feet, length of neck and well laid shoulder, level top line and good tail

set, in super coat and condition, moved out really well from excellent quarters, could have taken her
home given half a chance, must have a very bright future for her owner and the breed. On her own
in this class but well deserved her first place and Best puppy in show and res best bitch

Class 3: GILTEDGE ROLL OUT THE RED CARPET (AI) nice type, lovely head and dark eye, straight
front good feet, good width of scull and ear set, nice length of neck well laid should, level top line
and tail set, moved with drive.
nd

2 ANERIABY ITS ELECTRIFYING (AI) unlucky to meet one is such form, sweet head and expression
good neck and shoulders, good bone enough angulation front and rear, moved well.

Class 5: CH RALUN JUST ABOUT ME lovely bitch, just coming into coat, super expression, dark
pigment which made very pretty balanced head, most lovely forehand construction, super
angulated rear which she used to advantage on the move, liked her very much
nd

2 CH ANEIRABY YULE CUPCAKE unfortunate to meet one in such good form, pretty mid gold bitch in
good condition, short coupled enough angulation front and rear, just preferred one’s tail carriage.
rd

3 BICKLEWOOD MYAH SNOW WILL FALL pale bitch in good coat, nice forehand construction,
short coupled just preferred the more positive movement of other two.

Class 9: RALUN FASHION N’STYLE very classy lady, in lovely coat and condition, super kind head,
lovely length of neck and lay of shoulder good fore chest and upper arm, dead level top line good
tail set, moved out really well.
nd

2 CH ANEIRABY OHM CANT RESIST another nice bitch, in good coat, well balanced lovely head and
kind eye, good front and feet, moved out well, just preferred the angulation on one. Two very nice
bitches, I note that both these bitches have the same sire.

Class 10: BLUE BREEZE BOUND FOR FAME very nice golden lady, unfortunately carrying far too
much weight which did spoil her overall movement, however she has a very nice head and
expression and well balanced, in nice gleaming golden coat and when asked a second time to
move she went well.
nd

2 CH ANEIRABY CITRINE CHARM well balanced, pretty head and expression another carrying far
too much weight which does spoil movement, nice type.

Class 11: CH GILTEDGE THERE’S A BUTTERFLY (AI) what a charmer, lovely pale gold coat in super
condition, excellent front good bone tight feet, very balance good second thigh, nice short hocks
which helped her move out with drive. Pleased to make her my Best bitch and res best in show.
nd

2 CH ANEIRABY DIAMANTINA STARR darker coated bitch in good condition nice rear good
length of neck, bone and tight feet, moved out well

Class 12: GR CH DOBRO DIAMANTINA 10 years young and showing how it’s done, super bitch so well
made and balanced, even at this age strong level top line tail straight off her back, moved round the
ring with style and drive, fabulous.
nd

2 CH RALUN XTRAVAGANZA unlucky to meet one in such good form, another lovely lade with
super straight front good lay of shoulder and in good condition, just didn’t have the drive of one..

Class 18: CH AMBERMIST RAG TRADE well balance dog and when stood properly good to go
over, moved well with drive.
nd

2 ANEIRABY YULE STARR compact dog, good balance moved well, just preferred fore chest and
upper arm of one.

Class 18: CH RALUN A TOUCH OF SILK (AI) The outline of this super bitch is outstanding, she is so
lovely to go over, so balanced so well made through out, she moved with such drive from strong
quarters, a real credit to her owner and breeder.
nd

2 CLAIREDOREE DRUMBEAT ECHO very close up to one, super compact bitch with super head and
dark eye, lovely lay of shoulder level top line, in good coat and condition, moved well . A travesty
that these bitches are neutered, two of the best.
DAM AND PROGENY
GR CH DOROBO DIAMANTINA the star of my veteran bitch class, passing on her fine attributes to
her progeny.
BRACE

GR CH DOBRO DIAMANTINA & CH ANEIRABY DIAMANTINA STARR
RETRIEVING
st

1 MADRODISH KATES LAST CHARMER NRD
OWNER/BREEDER/HANDLER
st

1 CH ANEIRABY DIAMANTINA STARR

Susan Jolly judge

